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Abstract: Recently, researchers’ attention has been paid to pronunciation assessment not based on comparison be-
tween learners’ utterances and native models, but based on comprehensibility of the utterances. In previous studies,
native listeners’ shadowing was shown to be effective to predict comprehensibility. In previous works, to predict com-
prehensibility of a learner’s utterance, the GOP scores of its corresponding native listeners’ shadowings were calculated
by using a DNN-based ASR front-end. Generally speaking, annotations are prepared manually with stable and reliable
techniques. In this paper, a simpler, stabler, and more reliable method was proposed for annotations. After native
listeners’ shadowing, they are asked to read aloud the sentence. It can be said that reading is the most prepared speech
and shadowing is probably the least prepared speech. DTW between the two utterances is supposed to be more able
to quantify and predict comprehensibility or shadowability. In experiments, DTW between shadowings and readings
shows higher correlation than the GOP scores of shadowings.
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1. Introduction
In previous studies aiming at automatic pronunciation assess-

ment [1], [2], [3], comparison between learners’ utterances and a
native model of pronunciation was often made. However, some
types of foreign accents hardly reduce smoothness of communi-
cation [4], [5], [6], and many teachers claim that the goal of pro-
nunciation training is an intelligible-enough or comprehensible-
enough pronunciation, not a native-sounding one [4]. Automatic
pronunciation assessment should be realized not based on native-
likeness but based on intelligibility or comprehensibility.

In applied linguistics, intelligibility of an utterance indicates
how many linguistic units such as words can be identified cor-
rectly. Degree of intelligibility of an utterance can be measured
objectively by asking native listeners to transcribe or repeat that
utterance after listening to it [5], [7]. Comprehensibility of an ut-
terance means how smoothly listeners can understand the content
of that utterance, and degree of comprehensibility has been often
quantified by listeners’ subjective rating [5]. Listening effort [8]
and cognitive load [9] seem to be strongly related to comprehen-
sibility, i.e. smoothness of understanding and they are measured
objectively by using special devices.

Intelligibility was measured objectively in [7], [10], where En-
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glish spoken by immigrants to the USA [7] and English spoken
by Japanese college students [10] were presented to native listen-
ers on the telephone. They were asked, after listening, to repeat
what they heard. Their repetitions were transcribed manually by
technical staff and these transcriptions were used as intelligibility
annotations representing which word segment in the non-native
utterances is perceived by native listeners with how much accu-
racy [11], [12]. However, the authors consider that this approach
is off-line and lacks in its scalability. Collection of transcriptions
requires cost and time and therefore, this approach can be said
not to be practical enough to increase the amount of annotations.

Lack of annotation is a well-known problem for CALL
(Computer-Aided Language Learning) studies [13]. It seems also
to be a general problem for machine learning studies and DNN-
based artificial intelligence studies [14]. Although a large num-
ber of non-native speech databases are available [15], it is not rare
that researchers cannot find annotations or labels in the databases
which the researchers need for their specific purposes. One rea-
son for this is annotating non-native utterances often requires ex-
pert phoneticians or teachers especially when small units such as
syllables and phonemes are selected as the unit of annotation. In
the case that holistic annotation is needed, such as rating easiness
of understanding of a given utterance, annotation can be done by
ordinary and non-expert native listeners. In this case, however,
the resolution of annotation is generally low and a score is often
given to an entire utterance or a set of utterances, not to individual
words or syllables.

How to collect a huge amount of annotation based on intelligi-
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SS means smoothness of shadowing.
Fig. 1 Conventional form of shadowing

Fig. 2 Reverse form of shadowing

bility or comprehensibility of non-native utterances, even with
high enough resolution and by not asking expert phoneticians
and teachers? In other words, how to make it feasible to collect
those annotations on a cloud sourcing infrastructure? One pos-
sible solution is collecting data related to listeners’ behaviors or
responses while listening to non-native speech. In [8], [16], [17],
EEG (electroencephalogram) recordings were made from listen-
ers and listening efforts were discussed quantitatively and in [9],
eye-trackers were used to measure the size of pupils to predict
the magnitude of cognitive load when listening. These features
are strongly related to comprehensibility and obtained recordings
may give us a sequential data of comprehensibility, but physio-
logical sensing requires expensive devices. This is why the au-
thors consider that physiological sensing is impractical and very
difficult to be used on a cloud sourcing infrastructure. Our pre-
vious studies [18], [19] showed another possibility only with
an inexpensive device, that is a microphone, and listeners’ re-
sponses were observed acoustically. Native listeners were asked
to shadow given non-native speech and smoothness of their shad-
owing was calculated acoustically. Since smooth shadowing
always requires smooth understanding [20], comprehensibility
scores were more highly correlated to GOP scores of native lis-
teners’ reverse shadowings than those of non-native utterances
that were presented to shadowers. In this paper, those shadowings
are viewed as spoken annotations on comprehensibility and it is
discussed how to obtain those annotations more adequately, or
how to calculate smoothness of shadowing technically in a more
stable and reliable way.

2. Related works
2.1 Conventional form of shadowing

Shadowing is a special type of listen-and-repeat practice,
where a listener has to repeat a given utterance as simultane-
ously as possible, shown in Fig. 1. Shadowing was originally
introduced as a practicing strategy for simultaneous interpreters
since it includes not only speaking and listening but also under-
standing a given speech. Recently, researches and teachers have
shown that shadowing is also effective for second language learn-
ing [21], [22], [23]. Conversation is generally a speech activity
where three processes of speaking, listening, and understanding
are overlapped. Practically speaking, conversation is a multi-task
speech activity, and shadowing is used in classrooms as it can put

learners effectively in this multi-task situation. In [3], some of the
authors proposed a DNN-based technique to predict smoothness
of shadowing, SS for short in Fig. 1.

2.2 Reverse form of shadowing
In [18], [19], a novel method of predicting comprehensibil-

ity of an utterance was proposed, that is native listeners’ reverse
shadowing and it does not require any special device like EEG
or eye-tracker. In the conventional form of shadowing, native ut-
terances are presented to learners, who are shadowers. In reverse
shadowing, learners’ utterances are presented to native shadow-
ers, shown in Fig. 2. Here, shadowers are asked not to imitate
accented pronunciations but to reproduce what was said in their
own native pronunciation. Since smooth shadowing always re-
quires smooth understanding [20], smoothness or brokenness of
natives’ shadowing, which was acoustically measured, was ex-
amined and shown to be effective to predict comprehensibility
subjectively rated by shadowers.

2.3 Comprehensibility prediction from natives’ shadowing
Two speech features used were used in [18], [19] to predict

comprehensibility. They are accuracy of articulation and delay
of shadowing. As for the former, we used Goodness Of Pronun-
ciation (GOP) measure [1], [2], [3]. GOP is a widely-used base-
line speech feature in pronunciation assessment studies and, when
GOP is applied to an L2 utterance, it represents how similar that
utterance is to the model pronunciation in terms of articulation
(phoneme generation). GOP is theoretically defined as phoneme-
based posterior P(ci|ot), where ot is a speech feature observed at
time t, and ci is phonemic class i. In Fig. 2, after forced alignment
performed on the native shadowing with the string of phonemes
intended by the learner, P(pt |ot) is averaged over the entire du-
ration of a given phonemic segment, where pt is the phoneme
shadowed at time t. The GOP of the k-th segment is calculated as

GOP(k) =
1

Dk

∑
t∈x

P(pt |ot), (1)

where Dk is the frame-based total duration of the k-th segment.
For a shadowing utterance with K segments, the averaged GOP
score over {GOP(k)} is calculated as shadowability score for that
utterance.

In [18], [19], Japanese sentences read by Vietnamese learn-
ers and native listeners’ shadowings were used for analysis, and
P(pt |ot) was calculated by a DNN-based front end of a Japanese
speech recognizer, trained with CSJ [24]-based KALDI [25]. The
GOP scores from natives’ shadowings were shown to be very
highly correlated with comprehensibilities subjectively judged by
the native shadowers.

As for delay of shadowing, in [18], [19], by comparing a forced
alignment result of a Vietnamese-Japanese (VJ) utterance and that
of its native reverse shadowing (RS), the temporal gap between
every pair of phoneme boundaries was obtained between the two
utterances. The phoneme-based temporal gaps obtained from the
two utterances were averaged to define delay of shadowing be-
tween the two. Generally speaking, shadowing is performed with
a delay of about 1 second to a presented utterance.
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3. Proposed method
3.1 Problems in our previous studies

The authors consider that it is very natural to view native lis-
teners’ shadowing as a kind of annotation assigned to a given
non-native utterance, which can characterize comprehensibility
of that utterance even in the form of sequential data, not a single
score. As was shown in [18], [19], non-expert and ordinary native
listeners can be adopted as shadowers, but the authors can point
out two drawbacks when we simply use DNN-based GOP scores
to represent comprehensibility dynamics.

Generally speaking, annotations or labels are given manually
to speech samples. When some techniques are used for annota-
tion, they should be stable and reliable techniques. DNN-based
ASR can work more stably and reliably than HMM-based ASR,
but DNN-based ASR still needs adaptation techniques with re-
spect to speaker identity, speaking style, recording environment,
etc. This fact implies that DNN-based GOP scores can be unsta-
ble and unreliable in some specific situations.

The other drawback is more crucial. In [18], [19], the target
language of learning was Japanese, which is not an international
language, and in this case, shadowers should be native speak-
ers of Japanese. If we adopt English as target language, as it is
used internationally, some learners want to know how compre-
hensible their utterances are to non-native speakers of English. In
this case, we can ask non-native listeners to shadow. Even when
their shadowing is very smooth, however, their utterances are of-
ten accented, which easily reduces GOP scores if the DNN-based
acoustic models are trained with a native speech corpus. If non-
native acoustic models are available separately for each of native
languages, the above problem may be able to be solved, but this is
very impractical. Further, even native shadowers may be rejected
as shadower if their pronunciations are regionally accented. To
use listeners’ shadowing as spoken annotation effectively, a dif-
ferent method of calculating smoothness of shadowing is needed,
which should be stabler.

3.2 Proposed method
In this paper, we solve the above problem just by introducing

another simple speech task to shadowers. When listeners shadow
a given utterance, they do not refer visually to the sentence that
the learner read aloud. Then, after they shadow, we present the
sentence visually and ask them to read it aloud. The authors con-
sider that reading is the most prepared speech and shadowing is
probably the least prepared speech, or hastened speech. If smooth
or quick understanding is possible enough while shadowing, the
shadowing speech will become acoustically closer to the reading
speech. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) between the two types
of speech gives us the optimal path, on which a sequence of local
distances can be viewed as a sequence of comprehensibility. Fur-
ther in this method, DTW is conducted within the same speaker,
with the same microphone, and in the same room. The authors
can claim that this is the best recording condition for utterance
comparison using DTW.

Fig. 3 Two kinds of DTW scores, DRS and DS R

4. Data collection [26]
4.1 Collection of Vietnamese Japanese readings

From 60 Vietnamese learners of Japanese, we collected two
kinds of reading utterances, readings of sentences in Japanese
textbooks and those of the learners’ own essays. The period of
learning Japanese was one year for 27 learners and two to three
years for the other 33 learners. For textbook reading, recording
was done by a unit of phrase and every recording was so long as a
phrase. For essay reading, recording unit was not fixed and many
learners recorded sentence by sentence, but some others recorded
their whole essay in a single recording session. A part of the
recordings was used for collecting native listeners’ shadowing ut-
terances, which is explained below.

4.2 Collection of natives’ shadowings and readings
Two native speakers participated in our experiments and each

of them shadowed a different set of 800 utterances of Vietnamese-
Japanese (VJ). After shadowing each VJ utterance, the shadow-
ers rated subjectively degree of comprehensibility with a seven-
degree scale. After the entire shadowing experiment, we recorded
the shadowers’ reading utterances. For each shadower, 400 sen-
tences that the Vietnamese learners used for recording, i.e. a half
amount of data used for shadowing recording, were visually pre-
sented to the shadower, who was asked to read aloud the sen-
tences. After reading aloud each sentence, both of the reading
utterance and its corresponding shadowing utterance were pre-
sented to the shadower through headphones so that s/he could
rate degree of shadowability in a seven-degree scale, i.e. how cor-
rectly or incorrectly articulation was performed in shadowing.*1.
In the following section, we compare correlations of the GOP
scores of native listeners’ shadowings to the shadowability scores
and those of the DTW scores between shadowing and reading to
the shadowability scores.

5. Experiments
5.1 Detailed procedures of DTW

For DTW between shadowings and readings, all the utterances
were converted to their posteriorgrams with a DNN-based ASR
front end [18]. The most problematic thing in the DTW is that

*1 The authors consider that comprehensibility and shadowability are prac-
tically similar metrics, but theoretically and strictly speaking, both have
a gap between them. In this study, we’re interested more in shadowa-
bility because we aim at predicting smoothness of understanding via.
observing listeners’ shadowing behaviors.
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readings and shadowings often have pauses at different positions
within the utterances. In readings, pauses are intentionally in-
serted at punctuations or phrase boundaries in sentences, so that
the utterances will become more natural and clear. Nevertheless,
in shadowings, pauses are often found not at syntactic boundaries
but at positions where listeners’ understanding process did not
run smoothly and they had to wait to continue shadowing. This
irregular pausing is mainly due to low shadowability of original
learners’ utterances. To calculate shadowability scores objec-
tively from the DTW path, pauses in mismatched positions be-
tween readings and shadowings have to be handled in a proper
way.

Further, while some words are missing in shadowing utter-
ances, words that are not in readings can sometimes be found in
shadowings, e.g. repetitions and unintentionally produced words
of surprise such as what or hmm. To handle these phenomena
adequately, the following procedure was examined.

Comparison between a shadowing and its reading was done
via. DTW and accumulated distances are calculated only on
speech segments. We prepared two types of distances, DRS and
DS R, shown in Fig. 3. In DRS , reading was used as reference and
speech segments were detected from the reading, that are drawn
in blue in Fig. 3. The DTW paths for those speech segments were
used to calculate the accumulated distance. In DS R, shadowing
was used as reference and speech segments were detected from
the shadowing, that are drawn in red in the figure. The DTW path
for those speech segments were used. In either case, the accumu-
lated distance was normalized by the number of speech frames in
reading or shadowing.

Another question is how to detect pauses in a specific utterance.
In this paper, two methods for pause detection are applied. One
is based on the result of forced alignment and this method can be
applied only when text of learners’ speech is available. The other
is based on posteriorgram and this method can be applied even
without text of learners’ speech.

In Fig. 4, an example of DTW of utterances of speaker HS001
is illustrated. Background color is painted to represent local dis-
tances, where darker red means larger distance while deeper blue
means smaller. Speech segments found in the optimal path are
painted by scattered white dots. The upper figure in Fig. 4 is
drawn based on DRS and the lower is drawn with DS R. In the
upper, it is found that some speech frames in reading are missing
in shadowing.

5.2 Scores of phoneme-based DTW and its variant
For DTW between a shadowing and its corresponding reading,

both of which were given from the same speaker, they were con-
verted to their posteriorgrams with a DNN-based ASR front end
[18]. Using the text used for recording, the reading posteriorgram
was forced-aligned and the phoneme boundaries were estimated
with inter-word pauses removed. While the phoneme-based GOP
average, pGOP, was obtained from the shadowing posteriorgram,
the phoneme-based DTW score, pDTW, was calculated in the fol-
lowing way. After pause removal, multiple speech segments were
detected from the reading posteriorgram. For each speech seg-
ment, its corresponding segment was detected from the shadow-

Fig. 4 Two kinds of DTW path, DRS and DS R

ing posteriorgram via DTW. Between the speech segments in the
reading posteriorgram and those in the shadowing posteriorgram,
the frame-based average of DTW distance was calculated as well
as the phoneme-based average, pDTW, and its variant. The vari-
ant is obtained as another version of pDTW, where speech seg-
ments in reading that correspond to functional words were ig-
nored for calculating pDTW. This version of pDTW was exam-
ined because shadowers’ rating of shadowability may have been
made primarily based on how they shadowed content words, not
functional words.

5.3 Results and discussion
For a pair of a shadowing and its reading, two DTW scores are

linearly combined as αDRS + (1−α)DS R, where α varied from 0.0
to 1.0 with a step of 0.1. When α=1, the combined score is the
same as DRS and when it is 0, the score is the same as DS R. Cor-
relations of the combined scores to the shadowability scores are
shown in Table 1 for each of the two native listeners, where the
upper table shows the correlations with text and forced alignment
and the lower shows those without text but with posteriorgram. In
each table, correlations of GOP scores calculated only on shad-
owings are also shown.

The tables show that DRS tends to have higher correlations
than DS R, but in the case of shadower HS002 with text, DS R

shows a higher correlation than DRS . From this table, we can
say that 0.6 will be the best weight for α. It is clearly shown
that the scores based on DTW between shadowings and readings
have higher correlations than the GOP score calculated only from
shadowings but with DNN-based acoustic models. As discussed
in Section 3.1, DTW-based scoring has much higher availability
as it can be applied to non-native shadowers.

Table 2 shows the correlations between subjective scores of
shadowability and five kinds of automatically calculated scores of
bGOP, pGOP, bDTW, pDTW, and pDTW*, where b and p mean
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Table 1 Correlation of DTW and GOP to shadowability

1) with text and forced alignment
α HS001 HS002

0.0(DS R) -0.52 -0.61
0.1 -0.54 -0.61
0.2 -0.55 -0.62
0.3 -0.57 -0.61
0.4 -0.58 -0.61
0.5 -0.59 -0.60
0.6 -0.60 -0.59
0.7 -0.60 -0.58
0.8 -0.61 -0.57
0.9 -0.61 -0.56

1.0(DRS ) -0.61 -0.54
GOP 0.41 0.50

2) without text but with posteriorgram
α HS001 HS002

0.0(DS R) -0.55 -0.60
0.1 -0.56 -0.62
0.2 -0.57 -0.63
0.3 -0.57 -0.63
0.4 -0.58 -0.64
0.5 -0.58 -0.64
0.6 -0.59 -0.64
0.7 -0.59 -0.64
0.8 -0.59 -0.63
0.9 -0.60 -0.63

1.0(DRS ) -0.60 -0.62
GOP 0.45 0.55

Table 2 Correlations Between Shadowability Scores and Automatically
Calculated Scores

shadower bGOP pGOP bDTW pDTW *pDTW
HS001 0.39 0.45 -0.60 -0.59 -0.57
HS002 0.43 0.55 -0.62 -0.72 -0.61
average 0.41 0.50 -0.61 -0.66 -0.59

baseline frame-based scores and phoneme-based scores, respec-
tively. pDTW* indicates the variant of pDTW, where functional
words were ignored in calculating pDTW. It is clearly shown
that DTW-based scores are more highly correlated to subjective
scores than GOP-based scores are. However, when we com-
pare the results of DTW-based methods, pDTW* do not achieve
higher correlations than pDTW. This indicates that subjective rat-
ing of shadowability are influenced not only by how shadowers
shadowed content words in learners’ utterances but also by how
they shadowed functional words. In future work, we are going
to collect native speakers’ shadowings and readings for other tar-
get languages than Japanese. If DTW-based comparison is ap-
plied to any language, language-independent posterior predictor
or spectrum-based comparison between shadowing and reading is
needed. Moreover, we’re interested in associating the shadowing-
reading DTW scores to the presented non-native utterances to
produce sequential annotations.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed some existing problems of the

method of native listeners’ reverse shadowing and proposed a
simple solution so that native listeners’ reverse shadowing can be
used effectively as spoken annotations. In the proposed method,
in addition to shadowings, readings have to be collected from
shadowers. However, reading-shadowing DTW experimentally
showed to provide scores that are more highly correlated to per-

ceived shadowability than GOP scores calculated from shadow-
ings, and pDTW, the phoneme-based DTW, has the highest cor-
relation. Further, availability of the DTW-based comparison is
much higher because it can be directly applied to non-native lis-
teners’ shadowings and readings.
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